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1. Greensboro to Hardwick

Lamoille River Paddlers’ Trail
The Lamoille River Paddlers’ Trail is an emerging,
community effort to develop new opportunities
for paddling and fishing along the Lamoille River.
Our vision is of a network of well maintained river
access points, primitive campsites, and portage
trails from the river’s headwaters west to Lake
Champlain. We recognize the region’s rich
ecology and productive working landscape and
seek to facilitate recreational use compatible with
the river valley’s natural and social character.

On The River
Share the river. Give anglers a wide
birth, and be efficient while loading
and unloading boats at busy access
points.

Above Hardwick, the river is a white-water river
only navigatable in the spring’s high water. Several
Class III rapids should be scouted.

The river makes an s-turn
in Hardwick with holes
to avoid (Class II)

“Motel Ledge” Hardest drop of this
section, ledges are Class IIIWatch for granite
at high water. Scout
blocks, set in river to block ice,
river left.
which also catch down
trees creating
9
“strainers”
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Most popular launch point
in this reach is this informal
access on tributary stream

“Staircase Rapid” Continous Class I-II

Haynesville
Brook
15
H ay

Hardwick
Lake Dam

“Hog Pens Rapid’” Class III drop after sharp
left turn. Stop and scout
after railroad bridge.
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Respect wildlife. Observe wildlife from
a distance, and do not disturb nesting
birds or basking turtles.
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Leave no trace. Carry out all trash
including food waste.

Waterfall!

Prevent the spread of invasive exotic
species. Clean, drain, and dry your
boats and gear thoroughly between
each trip

Class II-III
Dam
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Class II+

Carry a map of the river with you,
and know the location of dams and
other hazards.
Use PFDs. All boats must carry an
approved life jacket for each person

Note: All maps are oriented with downstream
up. Read from bottom to top.
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Legend
Hazards

Formal River Access
Informal Access
Undeveloped & unsigned tread lightly & respect any
posted signs.
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Camping Guidelines

Fishing
Access

Mile “0”

.75

Scale: 1:20:000. (3 inches = ~1 mile)

Where possible, seek permission
from the landowner
Do not disturb crops or hayfields

Riparian lands in this reach
are protected for public access,
particularly for anglers.

Camp on sandbars if river levels
and weather permits
Practice Leave No Trace - carry
out all trash, and bury all human
waste in catholes

N

Developed by the Vermont River Conservancy through a 2015
CVNHP Water Trails Grant From The Lake Champlain Basin
Program, the Canutte Dalmasse Legacy Fund, and the Vermont
Community Foundation’s Green Mountain Fund.
Cartography by Noah Pollock.

High water
only

Few official campsites have yet
been established along the
Lamoille. If you plan on staying
overnight at an informal site,
please follow these guidelines:

3. Wolcott to Morrisville

2. Hardwick to Wolcott
While this section begins tranquil, below Fisher
Bridge are some of the most challenging rapids on
the river, runnable by kayakers during high water.

Below Wolcott, the river holds water all summer. Paddlers will find a
mix of forests, farmfields, easy rapids, and a variety of access points.

Upper Lamoille River Access
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Oxbow Park

15a
Moderate gradient, ledge drops, rapids,
and riffles improve water quality in this
reach, supporting good populations of
brown trout and rainbow trout.
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Below the Pottersville Dam, the Lamoille
drops over a series of Class III ledges with
powerful hydraulics that in high water are
ill-suited for open boats. During the
summer, this section is to shallow to paddle.

Old Dam (III)
23

Class III Ledge
Class III Ledge
Pottersville Dam
Portage river left
(315 yards) Put in
below powerhouse.

Route 15A Access

Popular, informal egress point.
Easiest parking and access is found
on river right

Morrisville Rotary Access
Parking and easy access at
this state owned parcel.
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Fisher Bridge

Built in 1908, this historic bridge
is one of the last remaining covered
railroad bridges in the United States. It
features a full-length cupola to provide
for smoke escape. Restoration efforts
completed in 1968 included the
installation of steel beams
underneath.

Class I-II “Rock
Garden”
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River Access

Portage 180 yards on river right.
Parking and an informal access
path can be found across
Rt. 15 on river left.
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Hardwick Lake Dam Crafts
Lake
ick
H ard w
Hardwick Trails
Elmo re Po n d Rd.

Hardwick

Elmore Pond Rd. Access
Watch for granite blocks, set in river to block ice,
which also catch down trees creating “stainers.”
If trees present, portage on right!

This informal access on state land
is a good starting point for multi-day
17
paddling journeys.

N
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Note: all map panels are
oriented with downstream up.

4. Morrisville to
Johnson

This reach provides variety for paddlers, and includes
lake paddling, the remote 10-Bends section, and two
waterfalls that must be portaged.
Sloping Falls
Class 4+ Sloping Falls has
extremely dangerous sieve
at low levels and a Class II
entry rapid. Portage on
river left (0.2 mi.)
Dog Head Falls

5. Johnson to Jeﬀersonville
46

Below Johnson is one of most popular
sections of the river, and is marked by
scenic Ithiel Falls and a broad,
agricultural valley with sweeping views

Cambridge Junction Covered BridgeBuilt in 1887 by the town of Cambridge
after a controversial lawsuit
brought on by the towns of
Belvidere and Waterville,
represented by Judge
Poland, who owned
adjacent land
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Dogs Head Falls
Scenic falls must be portaged!
Take out river left. Put-in below
falls (200 yard carry) or follow rail
trail (0.6 mi) to bypass Sloping Falls
Watermen Brook

Below Ithiel Falls, the river
enters a broad agricultural
valley. Abandoned
oxbows provide habitat
for wading birds and
ducks.
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N. Branch of t h e
Lamo i l l e
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15

McCuin
Island

“10 Bends” - the section
between Kenfield and
Watermen Brooks - is
quiet, remote, and scenic.
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Willow Crossing Farm is an
experimental & educational farm
committed to permaculture
protecting wildlife habitat,
and reforesting river banks
with multi-purpose trees.
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McCuin Island
Camping and picnicing is
allowed on the southern
tip of McCuin Island,
conserved by the Vermont
River Conservancy and
now owned by the town of
Johnson.

Below Ithiel Falls are
several fishing,
picnicing, and
swimming spots.

Willow
Crossing
Farm
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g Torangil Trail
L on L

1 hr hike along the
Long Trail rewards paddlers
with sweeping views.

Prospect Rock
Anglers can follow
Kenfield Brook to
good flyfishing
waters at its
mouth
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Walk across field (100 yards) to
river access behind storage units.
Warning - muddy landing at low
water.

0.4 mile portage
around Cadyville Falls
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Journey’s End
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Morrisville

Johnson

Sloping Falls
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Beautiful cascade
and swimming hole
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0.6 mile portage around Morrisville Dam.Take out in
Oxbow park. Turn right on Portland St. then right on
Portland St. Cross Bridge St. to find a footpath behind
shops leading to an informal put-in.Follow unmarked
path behind houses to put-in.
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Landmark Tavern Access
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Ithiel Falls, a Class II+ rapid, can swamp
open boats. Scout river right. No official
portage, easiest route is on river left.

.
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Note: all map panels are
oriented with downstream up.

6. Jeﬀersonville to Fairfax

7. Fairfax to Arrowhead
Lake
67

Below Jeffersonville, the river meanders through
a broad and fertile agricultural valley.

Between Fairfax Falls and
Arrowhead Lake are a series of
Class II rapids in a scenic, wooded
valley, culminating in the “Five
Chutes rapid.
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Five Chutes: This popular
play spot for kayakers is
Class III in high water. Left
line provides easiest
passage. Scout or line
river left.
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Nestled beneath stand
of butternut trees.
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Interesting Class II
boulder gardens require
attention but are not
difficult except at high
water.
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104
Conserved in partnership
with the Vermont Land Trust in 2011,
the farm’s 384 acres are protected
from development.

Boyden Farm Access
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Wrong Way Bridge The bridge seems to bend backwards,
as it was planned to connect with a
spur road to the south
that was never built.
CAMBRIDGE
STATE FOREST

iver
mour R
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Cambridge

Informal launch at
end of street
The Brown’s River, the largest of the
Lamoille’s tributaries, meanders through a
pastoral lndscape before dropping
through a series of Class II-III ledges. Look
for 1000-6000 cfs on the E. Georgia Gauge
Brow n’s R iver

Boyden
Family
Farm
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Wrong Way
Bridge Access

Steep, unimproved
access east of bridge

Fairfax Falls
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Warner Hill
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Dorothy Smith
Access
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Jeffersonville

350 yard portage on river left.
Below the falls, a river access is
provided by Green Mountain
Power on river right. Those
seeking to end a trip here can park
at one of two pull-offs off Rt 104
just upstream of the dam.

Bert’s Boats Outpost
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Note: all map panels are
oriented with downstream up.
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8. Arrowhead Lake to Lake Champlain
80

Without sediments from the
Lamoille, the Lake here would Delta
be 150’ deep!
Island

SANDBAR
STATE PARK

Home to many turtles,
including the endangered
spiny softshell. Do not land observe from a distance!)
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The river changes character near it’s outlet in Lake Champlain. Paddlers will
find slower currents, lake paddling and a wide river that winds through a
protected floodplain forests. Three falls are found in this reach, all of which
are home to hydroelectric dams.

Lake Champlain
Sandbar Wildlife Management Area and State Park, which encompases the delta formed as
the Lamoille brings sediments into Lake Champlain, protects vital habitat for wading and
migratory bird, as well as deer, fox, coyote, beaver, mink, otter, and muskrat. While much of
the Wildlife Management Area is off limits to the public, the State Park features a 2000 foot
sand beach, concessions, and paddle sport rentals.

VT Fish and
Wildlife Access
Improved boat
launch

Off-limits to
the public

SANDBAR WILDLIFE AREA AND REFUGE
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This ridgeline is part of the Champlain Thrust
Fault, which also formed Lone Rock Point, Mt.
Philo, and Snake Mtn. to the south
For centuries, Abenaki had
permenant settlements along the
river and shoreline near here
Lake Sturgeon, which used to spawn in these waters, have been
around for 135 million years! Averaing 3-5 feet in length, they live to be 55-150
years old. An historic sturgeon fishery ended in 1967 following declines in populations
due to overfishing, dam construction, and river channelization.
UVM Boat House

74
100 yard carry
around Peterson
Dam Dam

For an excellent guide to paddling in this
section, check out “A Paddler's Guide to the
Champlain Valley” (2015), by Margaret Holden
and Cathy Frank

Peterson Dam
When completed in 1948, the Peterson Dam flooded four
waterfalls, multiple rapids, and “Sturgeon Hole” - prime fish
spawning habitat for wallete, salmon, and sturgeon. In 2003,
the power company agreed to remove the dam in 20 years,
but the plan was blocked by the Vermont Public Service
Board, citing concerns over the costs of dam removal and
conflicts with Vermont’s goal of increasing the use
of renewable energy.
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Clark Falls
Launch

L

Arrowhead Lake’s 8.8 miles of shoreline
provide hours of flatwater paddling.
Watch for ospreys, swallows, ducks, and
Clark Falls
red wing blackbirds, and snapping
turtles in the marshy areas in the
Watch for stumps
Lake’s northern end.
Milton Falls
still standing nearly a century
after being logged prior to
MILTON
70
construction of the dam
in 1919!
Arro
The late Meeri Zetterstrom
wh
ea
(known to many as "Grandma Osprey”
d
1.1 mile carry around Clark Falls and Milton Dam.
worked with the power company
ak
Directions: turn right on Rugg Ave, then turn right on Milton Falls
e
to restore osprey by installing
Main Street. Turn left on Route 7. After 0.3 miles, turn
nesting platforms on
right on Ritchie Ave. Follow this winding road to boat
Portage
Arrowhead
Arrowhead Lake.
launch.
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Lake Access

Takeout

Locally owned, 4 turbine, 10 MW
windfarm. All power is purchased by
the Burlington Electric Department

Note: all map panels are
oriented with downstream up.

Look for glacial
Georgia Mountain
striations on a rocky
Windfarm
outcrop on this island
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